Dear Stewart,

I enclose copies of John Wren-Lewis' correspondence and a draft of our replies to his questions which in an earlier acknowledgement we had agreed to make.

I can find no-one here who knows either of them. Ann Faraday has written two books *Dream Play* and *Dream Time*. J.W.L. has written a book on religion for children. These books were both "out" at Camden's Thebalds Rd Library. I have reserved them and hope to have them soon.

Tony told me only a couple of weeks ago that he had not replied to J.W.L.'s letter as he had not felt up to writing. He thought it was a somewhat odd letter.

What do you make of it all? I feel that one is torn between wanting to be helpful and wanting to put the factual record straight, and a reluctance to get embroiled in what to us is an alien subject of psycho-anthropological analysis. Like you, Eric has made photographic material available for publication; the originals of which have not been returned to him.

We won't, as it concerns you at one point (thesis) take any further action or reply to JWL until we have your comments and suggestions.

All love r to Helen

Pop.

Forgive typing. Still shattered by Tony's death.